Abstract-Often, when modeling human decision-making behaviors in the context of human-robot teaming, the emotion aspect of human is ignored. Nevertheless, the influence of emotion, in some cases, is not only undeniable but beneficial. This work studies the human-like characteristics brought by regret emotion in one-human-multirobot teaming for the application of domain search. In such applications, the task management load is outsourced to the robots to reduce the human's workload, freeing the human to do more important work. The regret decision model is first used by each robot for deciding whether to request human service, then is extended for optimally queuing the requests from multiple robots. For the movement of the robots in the domain search, we designed a path planning algorithm based on dynamic programming for each robot. The simulation shows that the human-like characteristics, namely, risk-seeking and risk-aversion, indeed bring some appealing effects for balancing the workload and performance in the human-multi-robot team.
I. INTRODUCTION
A team of many low-cost small robots may often perform better than one big expensive robot. The robot team is flexible, robust, and the robots are expendable. However, low-cost robots do not have highly accurate sensors. These drawbacks can be alleviated by teaming the robots with human operators. Due to this reason, the research in studying the interaction between one human and multiple robots has attracted much interests [1] .
One challenge in such collaboration is the balance between human workload and team performance [2] . Humans are much better in sensing and recognition than low-cost robots. Thus, utilizing humans can attain better task outcomes. However, humans are also slower, more expensive and subject to fatigue. Hence, human workload must be taken into consideration when designing the interaction between a human and multiple robots. For instance, the workload of task management can be outsourced to robots to certain extents [3] ; an intelligent agent can be used to coordinate the group of robots [4] .
Because the human in the team is not only a collaborator but also a supervisor, he/she holds the responsibility of managing the robots. When the management load is delegated to the robots, the robots should make decisions in a way similar to that of the human. Thus, a quantitative model of the human's decision-making is needed.
In early days, when needing a quantitative decisionmaking model, humans were often approximated as optimal controllers [5] or expected utility maximizers [6] . However, researchers gradually noticed the inevitable influence of emotion to decision-making [7] and started to incorporate the effects of emotion when designing their robots [8] . Emotion is not only of affection importance, sometimes it actually helps people to make wiser decisions. For instance, it is the wariness of future disasters and the regret when upon the disasters that bias people toward purchasing insurances [9] .
Regret is important for human decision-making. It explains people's risk-seeking and risk-averse behaviors. Risk-averse happens, as in the above insurance example, when facing two options 1) of a high cost but low occurrence probability and 2) of a small but sure cost, respectively. Risk-seeking happens when facing two options 1) of a moderate cost but high occurrence probability and 2) of a sure cost close to the moderate cost, respectively. These two types of decision-making pattern should not be considered as anomalies because they are observed in the majority of people [10] .
In this work, we will include the human risk-attitudes in the coordination of a human-multi-robot team in performing a domain search task. In the task, the human operator outsources the task management load to each robot and an intelligent agent. The novelty is that we use the extended versions of regret theory [9] as the decision-making model, for the robots' decision-making and for the agent's queue-ordering. The intuition behind regret theory is that both the risk-seeking and risk-averse behaviors are caused by regretful emotion: Choosing one option means forgoing the other, and you might regret that you did not choose otherwise. The theory is backed by, in neurology, the identification of brain regions which generates regret during decision-making [11] , and by the quantitative measurement of regret theory [12] .
We formulate the task search problem in section II, and explain the decision-making of each robot in section III. Section IV describes how the several waiting robots are queued optimally. Section V shows the path planning of each robot. We show the simulation and results in section VI and conclude the work in section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A group of target objects, with a known total amount, are scattered in a large 2-D domain with unknown locations. A team-comprising of multiple robots and a human operator-is tasked to find those objects. While the robots are deployed on field, the operator stays in the operating station. Robots are equipped with vision sensors, GPS and communication units. They have direct communication with the station.
The large domain is divided into small regions with only one robot in each. Each region is divided further into cells. The size of each cell is assumed to be large enough to contain at most one object. Each robot r ∈ R, where R is the set of all robots, sweeps the cells one by one to detect if a cell contains an object. When a robot r is at cell x r , due to the limitation of its sensing capability, its detection result Y r might possibly be correct or wrong. Alternatively, the robot has the option to request the human to tele-operate itself; the communication channel is established for the human to see through the robot's video camera. The human detection accuracy is superior, yet with a higher cost. The robot needs to choose between accepting its own detection results (option R) and requesting human service (option H). When multiple robots choose option H simultaneously, the station queues the requests.
The complete state of robot r, (x r , Y r ), describes both the cell at which the robot currently locates (x r ) and correctness of the current detection (Y r ). It is assumed that the robot motion control is precise enough so that x r is deterministic. As mentioned above, however, the detection result Y r is uncertain over two possible states: y c for correct detection and y w for wrong detection.
The prior probability distribution (belief) of Y r roots in the prior knowledge of the possible locations of the objects as well as the sensor model of robot r. The prior probability of an object present (or absent) at cell x r can be represented as 
The probability for robot r to obtain Y r = y w at a cell follows immediately: p(y w |r) = 1 − p r .
The variables in (x r , Y r ) have different observability as well. We assume that the localization uncertainty in GPS is negligible: x r is fully observable. However, Y r is only partially observable. Even after an observation at cell x r , the actual state of Y r is still not known for sure, although the observation helps update the belief.
In determining whether to request human service, two types of information should be considered: performance and cost. Option R has compromised performance. Its two possible outcomes, right or wrong, can be defined by the resulting costs. We consider the correct detection causing no cost, thus c(y c ) = 0; the wrong detection however has a cost c(y w ) < 0. The human service is considered to have perfect performance (always y c ), but it has an operational cost c H < 0. The two options are represented in Table I . When c H < c(y w ) < 0, option R is certainly the choice. However, when c(y w ) < c H < 0, how to balance the performance and cost becomes challenging. The later one is the case we study. Probability: 100% Probability:
The most popular, yet most straightforward, decisionmaking method is expected value theory. It calculates the net advantage of option H relative to option R as
It chooses option H, if e v > 0; option R, if e v < 0; equally liking, otherwise. Multiple robots may request human service simultaneously. When they send their requests to the intelligent agent at the station, the agent queues them into a waiting line. The queuing is urgency based. The human serves the robots one by one. For the team to accomplish the job, each robot needs to move in the domain. Thus, a method of optimal path planning is needed.
III. REGRET THEORY BASED DECISION-MAKING
The name of regret theory comes from its effort to account for the influence of anticipatory regretful emotion, which arises from the comparisons of costs. These comparisons can be highlighted by representing Mathematically, the regret influence is modelled by a function Q(Δc), where the argument Δc is the difference of costs in comparison. The function Q(Δc) has some important properties [9] that include: i) Q(Δc) is an odd function, ii) Q(Δc) is monotonically increasing. It is also shown that, in human decision-making, probabilities are subjectively biased [10] , and the evaluation of absolute costs is affected by the range of costs [13] . We thus introduce probability weighting functions w k (p r ), k = 1, 2, [14] and a constant cost normalizer c range > 0 to the original regret theory [15] . The costs after normalization are in [−1, 0].
The decision-making in regret theory is determined by the net advantage of one option with respect to the other option. In the case of Table II , the net advantage of c H when using c R as the reference is
where c (·) (k) is the k-th element in vector c (·) . The two functions w 1 and w 2 are different but depend on a unique w-function such that w 1 (p r ) = w(p r ) and w 2 (p r ) = 1 − w(p r ), according to [14] . The choice is option H-
otherwise. There, the Q-function and the w-function are individual specific and can be measured [15] .
In this work, we use the functional forms for the the Q-function and the w-function. These analytical expressions agree with the empirical data in the literature. The Q-function [12] and the w-function [16] are defined as,
where α 1 , α 2 , α 3 > 0 and β 1 , β 2 > 0 are parameters specific to individuals and can be estimated with data.
IV. REGRET THEORY BASED QUEUE-ORDERING
It is often the case that multiple robots choose option H simultaneously. However, the operator can only serve one robot at a time; the robots need to form a waiting line. An ordered waiting line can be represented by a permutation. Suppose N robots are choosing option H. The number of permutations is roughly about N ! (some service requests may be rejected). The N robots form a set R H . Regarding robot r ∈ R H , the intelligent agent needs to decide either to reject its request or to designate to it a line position n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, and M ≤ N because of possible service rejections. Thus, for the intelligent agent, there are M +1 options for robot r, 
Because of Q (·) > 0 from property (ii), the weighting function w k (p r ) > 0, k = 1, 2, for any p r = 0, and c range > 0, the derivative ∂er ∂cH n > 0 for any c Hn .
Moreover, in an option set with more than two options, what matters is not only which option is superior, but how much one option is better than another. To enable the comparison in magnitudes, a common reference option should be chosen against which the net advantage of each option in the set is computed. We choose c R in C r as such reference because option c R is the "bottom line" of C r ; robot r opts for option H-we call c Hn , n = 1, . .
. , M, all as option H-if and only if c Hn
We use an augmented permutation matrix P for recording the order of the N robots in a line of length M ; whenever a robot is rejected of service (choosing c R ), its position is set as M + 1. The accumulated net advantage function of P can be defined as
where c r ∈ C r and c R is the option R for robot r. It has the constraint that if c r1 = c Hm and c r2 = c Hn for any two robots in R H , respectively, then m = n. We then can find the optimal P * in the space P of P,
Each of the optimal queues is a sequence such that the robots in urgency are served first, and the urgency depends on how fast their net advantages decrease. To find the exact optima, it involves enumerating all P in P. When N grows large, |P| ≈ N !, making it difficult to compute P * in real-time. Hence, we use a fast heuristic algorithm to approximate the optimal solution.
Recall c Hn denotes the cost of waiting at line position n. Forming a line consists of selecting a robot for each position n = M, M − 1, . . . , 1. Algorithm 1 describes a simple mechanism for such a selection. Reject service to robot r. 
and Δe r (c Hn , c Hn+1 ) e r (c Hn+1 , c R ) − e r (c Hn , c R ).
Since in the line, c Hn only exists for n ∈ {1, . . . , M}, the artificial c HM+1 is defined as c HM+1 c R . It is important that this algorithm works backward. Due to Theorem 1, Δe r (c Hn , c Hn+1 ) < 0. What Eqn. (7) does is to find the Δe r which is closest to zero, meaning the change is not rapid and the robot is less urgent. We thus put this robot toward the end of the waiting line.
V. PATH PLANNING
This section focuses on the path planning of one robot, thus notation r is omitted without loss of specificity.
In this work, we employ two strategies for the searching. First, we use a sweeping strategy: Each cell is visited only once, and the search ends as soon as all the objects are found. This strategy is efficient: It avoids repetitive and complete coverage of the domain. Its drawback, however, is that there is no second chance for each detection. Second, we adopt modular design for the decision-making and the path planning. Its virtue is allowing us to focus on developing and improving the two modules independently. The price is the disregard for the vexing influence between the two modules, which we will address in our future work.
The state of the robot is (x, Y ). We model the state transition of the robot as in Fig. 1 . At x = i, the robot is uncertain if its detection state is y w or y c . The uncertainty is denoted with a belief b Y (i). The robot acts by choosing the next cell among all unvisited cells. With a candidate action a j , the robot will move to x = j. It will receive an observation, o p or o a , at cell j. Based on the observation, the robot will update its belief of detection states at cell j, denoted as B (i, a j , o p ) or  B(i, a j , o a ) , respectively. Then, the robot will further select another next cell. Depending on the detection state the robot is in and the action it selects, different costs apply, denoted as c(y w ), c(y c ) and c ij . Cumulative costsV h are accumulated from the indicated locations to the end of the planning horizon, where h is the length to end of the horizon. We assume that for any two cells i and j, belief b Y (i) and b Y (j) are independent. The optimal policy at cell i can be obtained through dynamical programming:
where set A contains the unvisited cells, Y {y w , y c }. 
VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We simulated a team consisting of 1 human and 10 robots, as in Fig. 2 . Each robot was assigned to a region with 10 by 10 cells. In total there were 1000 cells. Each cell had a prior probability of containing an object that was drawn randomly from interval [0, 0.2]. In total there were 100 cells containing objects.
For the regret decision model, we used the parameters of subject 12 in our previous work [15] . We simulated the search task in two conditions. In the condition of high sensor accuracy and low human cost, we set the sensor model of each robot as p(o a |s a ) = p(o p |s p ) = 0.7. These sensors were moderate because they were on low-cost robots. The observations in cells were simulated once randomly using the prior distribution and the sensor model, and then saved for the following simulations. Thus, we had the same simulation environment to compare regret theory and expected value theory. The cost of being wrong (a miss or a false alarm) was c(y w ) = −30. The cost of being correct (a hit or a correct rejection) with human service was relatively low, c Hn = −1.5 n, where n was the line position assigned by the intelligent agent. As a contrast, in the condition of low sensor accuracy and high human cost, we set the sensor model as p(o a |s a ) = p(o p |s p ) = 0.5 to simulate severe situations. In this case, the wrong detection cost was still c(y w ) = −30 but the human service cost was set at c Hn = −10 n. Fig. 3 shows the difference between queue-ordering with the regret decision model and the expected value decision model under the high sensor accuracy low human cost condition. As seen, the waiting line based on regret theory is longer than based on expected value theory. It indicates that more robots decided to request human service under the regret decision model, comparing with expected value theory. In this scenario, the robots with the regret decision model became riskaverse. The intelligent agent was also risk-averse because it retained a longer line. Also, the queue-ordering was dynamic. At time t there were 7 robots waiting under the regret decision model. In the simulation we set that the human operator could process 3 requests each time step. Thus, at time t+1, the length of the waiting line reduced to 4. At time t+2, however, there were new requests from the robots. These requests did not necessarily queue at the end of the line. Depending on their urgency, they could be inserted to the front; In Fig. 3 , they were inserted before the request from robot 1. Fig. 3 . The comparison between the waiting lines formed according to regret theory and expected value theory, respectively, under the high sensor accuracy low human cost condition.
The performance of the two decision-making models can be further shown in Table IV. In the high senor accuracy low human cost condition, robot detection performed well and the operator was fresh thus was of low costs. The accuracy of detection, indicated by the percentage of objects found, was much higher for the regret decision model than the expected value decision model. The improvement of accuracy was due to the risk-averse attitude, showing by the willingness to accept more human service requests and longer task duration. Opposite to Fig. 3 and Table IV , when under the low sensor accuracy high human cost condition, the waiting lines were shorter for the regret decision model, see Table V. In this severe situation, robot detection performed poorly and the operator was very tired thus was costly in providing service. Shown by the comparisons in the percentage of objects found and the numbers of human services, the queuing based on the regret decision model became risk-seeking: It did not want to provide service for only a small improvement in accuracy.
From the human operator's perspective, the decisions made by the regret decision model are more acceptable. When the human is fresh, he/she tends to, and is able to, avoid additional cost in the task by providing extra effort. However, when the human is tired, the ergonomics becomes important. Even though the human provided extra effort, the outcomes in the task would only improve marginally. A wiser decision thus is to just save effort.
In Fig. 4 , we show the planned path of one robot using dynamic programming with receding horizon. The grid of this region is 20 by 20, because we want to show a longer planning horizon. The sensor model used here was p(o a |s a ) = 0.7 and p(o p |s p ) = 0.9. The transition cost was proportional to the distance d between cells and was set as −2 d. The gray scale in each cell indicates the expected local cost within the cell. As shown, the planned path was a compromise between the local cost and the transition cost: The robot would visit the cell with lowest expected local cost but within its vicinity. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Considering the influence of regret emotion in a robotic decision-making model is important, as it will bring more human-like characteristics, such as riskseeking and risk-averse. We incorporated the decision model based on regret theory into the coordination of a team with one human and multiple robots. The coordination included robot decision-making, queue-ordering and path planning. The simulated results show that the human-like decision model does bring appealing effects to the human-robot teaming.
